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CANAPÉ

‘Snert’
Deconstruction Of Traditional
Dutch Pea Soup With
 eylon Souchong Tea Based Dashi
C

Jeroen Van Oijen
Gastronaut, founder and co-owner of Culiversum and gastronomixs.com Jeroen
van Oijen is a well-known chef and entrepreneur in The Netherlands. He strives
to create a worldwide knowledge and inspiration platform for professional chefs,
a passion born of his conviction that chefs can change the way people eat and
create a more sustainable eating pattern.
To this end, he and his business partner Inge Meijs created and launched
Gastronomixs.com, the first online idea generator that helps professional chefs to
speed up their creative process as a means to cope with challenges in gastronomy
and food culture. Prior to this Jeroen started Culiversum – an idea generator and
think-tank for the food industry. His Culinary Toolbook is due to be published in
English in early 2015.
Jeroen holds a specialized chefs degree with 4 management diplomas and is
a graduated SVH teacher. He also graduated in creative thinking techniques
at COCD (Belgium) and De Bono. With 15 years of experience in gastronomy
& catering and 8 years in marketing and product development his creative
approach to cooking is refreshing. He is a guest lecturer at 5 culinary institutes,
the famous Design Academy Eindhoven and the study Food, Design&Innovation
in The Netherlands.

Dilmah t-Series Designer Gourmet Tea | First Ceylon Souchong
To the Chinese Lapsang Souchong, with its distinctive, oakey flavour, was a prized
tea and the penalty for divulging its secret was death. Having somehow avoided
this penalty, First Ceylon Souchong is a uniquely Ceylon Souchong, offering the
same strong, smoky character, but with an interesting difference. Ceylon Souchong
is a Single Estate Tea produced in the Galle District, and gently panfired using
Cinnamon wood. The result a prominent woodsmoke note with a touch of juiciness
and sweetness in its finish.

CANAPÉ

Scallops and
Blueberry & Pomegranate Tea

Anupam Banerjee
Anupam Banerjee is the Executive Chef of the prestigious Ritz-Carlton,
Bangalore and is responsible for entire kitchen, menu planning and overseeing
the daily culinary operations of all 7 restaurants and bars, in-room dining,
catering and special events.
A veteran of luxury hotel kitchens, Chef Banerjee’s enthusiasm for exploring
innovative culinary possibilities is well-established and like many of the
world’s best culinary artists he is obsessed with fresh ingredients and clean,
subtle flavours. After beginning his career at the Oberoi Centre of Learning
& Development, Chef Banerjee spent two years at the historic Raffles hotel
in Singapore before moving to Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London which
featured one Michelin Star and 4 AA Rosettes. He then moved to Mandarin
Oriental, Geneva. Prior to moving to Bangalore Chef Anupam Banerjee was the
Executive Chef for Mandarin Oriental, Washington D.C
In the past he has been associated with Chef Alain Soliveres in his Michelin2-Star, Chef Pierre Gagnaire in his 3 Star Michelin , Jeun Fleury, Lea Linster,
among others.

Dilmah t-Series Designer Gourmet Tea | Blueberry & Pomegranate
A bright Ceylon Single Region Tea from the Western High Elevation region,
finely infused with the tart and woody sweetness of Pomegranate, then beautifully
complemented with the soft, fruity sweetness of Blueberry. In combination, the berry
note in the two fruits mingles harmoniously with the brisk Ceylon Pekoe. Bright,
medium bodied with notes of fruit and a wonderful fragrance, a deliciously piquant
tea.

APPETIZER

Beetroot and Uda Watte Tea Panacotta
with a Celery and Beetroot Salad,
Deep-fried Goat’s Cheese
and Beetroot Puree

Jodi-Ann Pearton
A passionate chef well-known in both the South African and International
culinary arenas, Jodi-Ann brings a vibrant, passionate and tasteful approach to
food. Her passion for food and love of public speaking has seen her speak both
locally and at numerous international food and motivation conferences.
A perfectionist by nature, for Jodi-Ann food is not simply about feeding one’s
self but about tantalising all of one’s senses which is apparent in her work. The
Chairman of Gauteng chapter of The South African Chefs Association for 3
years and now a director of The South African Chefs Association she is by far the
youngest director to date, following in the steps of icons such as Dr Bill Gallagher
who has mentored Jodi-Ann throughout her career. This has given Jodi-Ann a
huge opportunity to network with an unbelievable number of chefs both locally
and internationally.
Continuously climbing up a ladder of greater and bigger goals is what drives
Jodi-Ann. Her goal is to be the face of cooking in Africa and be in a position to
change lives by instilling principles of mental and physical wellbeing and safety
into people and thereby creating a safer, more effective and more productive
environment within which to function.

Dilmah Watte Single Region Tea | Uda Watte
High Grown, at 5000 feet above sea level. Uda Watte is rich, brimming with flavour,
intense aroma & well rounded, in the style of a Pinot Noir; best for “bed tea”,
breakfast & early afternoon. If you enjoy your tea white & sweet, a touch of dairy
milk and honey protect the natural goodness of tea.

APPETIZER

Ceylon Strawberry Afternoon Tea Smoked
Duck Breast
with Decadent Foie Gras
in Crispy Bean Curd Skin

Alan Orreal
The Director of Culinary at Shanghai Disney Resort where he is spearheading
the project in terms of dining options across the mega resort (due to open in
late 2015) Alan Orreal is the very essence of a borderless and dynamic modernday chef. He is the Vice-Chairman of the World Association of Chefs Societies
committee for the Global Development of Young Chefs and a WACS-approved
judge in addition to being a guest lecturer at food colleges across Asia and a TV
host and judge of a television reality show that uplifts the lives of underprivileged
and homeless teens through education and cooking.
Born in Australia, Chef Alan Orreal has lived and worked in Asia for much
of his 25 years in the culinary industry, which included stints in a variety of
establishments ranging from five-star hotels, airline catering, and fine dining
restaurants in Singapore, Taiwan, Sri Lanka and Australia. His style of cuisine
which can only be described as modern global cuisine is a reflection of his
dynamic and borderless outlook to his profession.
Chef Alan’s influences are driven very much from the great chefs that he has
trained under, including Cheong Liew, Tony Bilson, Otto Weibel and Peter
Knipp. Individually, Alan has carried away coveted trophies and medals from
numerous culinary events and is without doubt one of the most celebrated
culinary professionals in the world today.

Dilmah Silver Jubilee Gourmet | Ceylon Strawberry Afternoon Tea
A golden cup from a Dombagastalawa FBOP lightly infused with wild strawberry
offers a fruity, fragrant tea that is refreshing and a delicious afternoon tea. Medium
bodied with strawberry, malt, and vanilla notes.

APPETIZER
Oyster Mushrooms and Dried Apricot Paté
served on Baly Mousse on
Berry Sensation Tea and a Touch of Clove
Dressed with Green Asparagus Drizzled
with Dark Pumpkin seed Oil

Jarek Uscinski
The Vice President of OSSKiC (Polish Kitchen & Pastry Chef ’s Association) since
2009, Jarek Uscinski’s passion is to understand and experiment with food and
flavours. After a stint in the military he studied and became enthralled by the
magical of world of gastronomy.
Jarek is a happy husband with a daughter and a son. Taste is his passion. He
loves playing and experimenting with food and he intends to create a very special
relationship between cooks and guests, so that a guest’s enjoyment brings true
satisfaction to the one who creates it.
A product of the gastronomy school in Poland, Jarek found a job as a chef in the
most famous Greek restaurant Parnas in Warsaw. From there he moved to Bristol
Hotel where he eventually served as a chef of the Marconi Restaurant. After
five years he left to Resta99 which was ranked as one of the ten best business
restaurants by European Wall Street Journal as its chef and Board Member.
For the last 8 years he has been creating experimental dishes at his Moonsfera
Restaurant as chef and owner. He has also made a number of TV appearances
during the course of his career as a culinary professional.
As a child Jarek dreamt of becoming an artist or a graphic designer. Today he
lives that dream as a culinary artist, an innovator designing masterpieces in his
kitchen with flavours and food.

Dilmah Exceptional | Berry Sensation
High grown Single Region Ceylon Tea in fruity harmony with Strawberry, Raspberry
and Blueberry. The complex of flavours come together in a perfect marriage of berry
flavours to offer a pleasingly light and fragrant tea. Ideal taken hot or iced.

APPETIZER

Earl Grey
Kangaroo Steamer

Jared Ingersoll
One of Australia’s leading chefs, restaurateurs, writers, and TV presenters,
Jared has spent nearly three decades putting the spotlight on the importance of
delicious, local, seasonal and sustainable food.
His award-winning restaurants Dank St Depot and Cotton Duck restaurant in
Surry Hills hold testament to his uncompromising commitment in supporting
small, passionate growers, fishers and farmers. Before going out on his own in
2002, Jared was head chef at Bayswater Brasserie, after working in London at
Mezzo (So-Ho), Hillaire (South Kensington) and the two Michelin starred The
Square (Mayfair).
He’s a columnist and a regular contributor for many industry based publications
and a published author of three award-winning cookbooks. A sought after
speaker and an advisor on sustainable food he has represented Slow Food
Australia at Terra Madre in Italy. Supporting education is a passion and Jared
has worked with the Nature Conservation Council on their sustainable seafood
projects and with Greenpeace Asia Pacific GM Free, launching the Chefs Charter
at Dank Street Depot in 2008 and the True Food Kids Guide 2011.
After 27 years in the kitchen and running multiple venues, Jared is now pursuing
projects that inspire. As a restaurateur who has fundamentally changed the fine
dining landscape, he is looking forward to changing the way we eat – outside of
the restaurant.

Dilmah Single Region Selection | Earl Grey
The legend of Earl Grey is one of politics and intrigue. It began with a British
diplomat saving the life of an official of the Imperial Chinese Court. As a gesture of
thanks, a tea enhanced with the peel of a special variety of orange was presented to
the British Prime Minister, Charles, 2nd Earl Grey. Earl Grey tea, as it came to be
known, combines black tea with bergamot. Together, they form a distinctive, elegant
tea perfect for any time of the day.

MAIN

White Fish with Green Peas Puree
and Jasmine Tea

Matías Palomo
Born in Mexico City, Matias, arrived in Chile in 1990 to finish his secondary
education and study gastronomy at INACAP. There he discovered and fell in love
with the Chilean cuisine and its wonderful ingredients. Known to be a nomad of
flavours, Matias travelled extensively throughout Chile looking for new flavours
in the country’s amazing abundance of products of the land and sea.
His career started in one of the most prestigious restaurants in Mexico City, the
Basque on the coast of Luis Marcet by chef Iñaki Agirre. He was also part of the
team that worked on the opening of the Marriott Hotel restaurants in Santiago
de Chile. But the true beginning of his career came through in 2001 when he was
invited to the restaurant Arzak Juan by the Michelin-star chef Mari Arzak in San
Sebastian, Spain. He learnt the traditions of the great Basque cuisine, refined
technique and creative and playful reinvention, and also the discipline needed to
succeed in the culinary industry. Later his stint at the exclusive Daniel (4 Stars
New York Times) in New York under the French chef Daniel Boulud, gave him a
flavour of sophisticated global cuisine.
Matias’s passion to discover and experiment with new flavours has taken him to
the four corners of the world and has earned him many accolades including The
Circle of Chilean food journalist’s Chef of the Year Award and the Revelation Chef
Award issued by Wiken magazine. He also has made many television appearances
and continues to spread his passion for food by inspiring and educating young
culinary professionals.
Dilmah Natural Green Tea Selection | Green Tea with Jasmine
A fragrant and gentle green tea. The natural fusion of tea and Jasmine flowers is a
tradition practiced over centuries which beautifully combines the softly sweet aroma
and flavour of Jasmine petals with a gentle green tea. An aromatic and delightfully
refreshing green tea, with bouquet and elegance.

MAIN

Smoked Beef Fillet,
Lapsang Souchong Tea, Spring Onions,
Broken Potatoes and Unusal Herbs

Andrea Ferrero
Andrea is the Executive Chef of the Bulgari Hotel restaurant in Milan. A former
student of the award-winning Quique Dacosta, Andrea presents a menu based
on traditional Mediterranean dishes prepared with creative flair and featuring
unusual combinations. Born in Mondovi, in Piedmont region, Andrea revealed
his passion for cooking at a very early age. After he earned a diploma in hotel
management and catering at the age of 19, Andrea went abroad to study and to
perfect his craft. His food is not simply a new take on traditional recipes, but the
result of a personal quest for knowledge.
He gained much experience working in top restaurants around the globe,
including the Michelin two-star restaurant Quique Dacosta in Denia, Spain,
and the famous Vivaldi Italian restaurant in Dubai, where he honed his skills
and perfected his knowledge in the most sophisticated cooking techniques while
remaining true to his Italian roots. From 2009 to May 2011, he was the Executive
Chef of the Italian restaurant of the Bulgari Resort in Bali. Bulgari Resort guests
and international patrons adored his food, which garnered him much success.
The superb quality of the raw ingredients, creativity, and sophisticated cooking
techniques are the main ingredients of Andrea’s cuisine and he prefers cooking
techniques that preserve the organoleptic qualities of the ingredients, do not alter
product texture and consistency, and preserve the flavour. His dishes, which are
a fine balance between aesthetics and flavour, are a true culinary experience. His
recipes are beautiful to behold and their ingredients easy to identify.
Dilmah t-Series Designer Gourmet Tea | Lapsang Souchong
A gently smoked gourmet black tea produced in a traditional process that originates
in the Qing Dynasty in China. The tea leaves are withered over pine or cypress wood
fires producing a distinctive tarry note. This process originated in China’s Fujian
Province. The black strips of leaf produce a dark brown infusion and a liquor that
is dark burgundy, reflecting its strength and body. This is a very traditional and
distinctive tea with depth, body and a prominent wood smoke character.

DESSERT

Organic Purely Ceylon Tea
Pannacotta

Lula Martín Del Campo
Born in Mexico City, Lula studied at Institution Management in ESDAI and had
her professional start in 1995, when she opened her first restaurant. She was
the Executive Chef for Grupo Habita, the most famous boutique hotel chain in
Mexico and is currently Executive Chef for HSBC in Mexico where she is involved
in many social and sustainable projects. She is also a participating partner in
ROCA restaurant and Nico & Lula catering company and a regular consultant
for restaurants in creating menus, staff training and openings. Currently she’s
involved in a new project of Restaurante Carbón, located in Mercado Roma.
She authored the book series Essential Cuisines and “Lulachef Mexico
Contempo”, for which she was awarded The Best Woman Chef Cookbook in
Mexico and placed third at the French Gourmand Awards. She has run events
in support of many foundations like Ojos que sienten for the visually impaired,
ASIA ONLUS Foundation and Tarahumara Jose A. Llaguno, to support
children’s education in many regions, La Casa de la Sal for children living with
HIV, Cinépolis Foundation for the Blind, and Charity Coalition. In November
2013, she was one of the participants in Chefs al rescate, an initiative to fund
victims of hurricanes Ingrid and Manuel in the Guerrero coast.

Dilmah Organic Tea Selection | Organic Ceylon Tea
From Ceylon’s famous Uva valley, a rich and full bodied tea with strength, brightness
and a bold personality.

DESSERT

Spiced Tea Crème Brulée Tarts
with Pineapple in
Earl Grey Tea Syrup

Ray McVinnie
Ray McVinnie M.A.(Hons), C&G Dip CA has been a food writer and advisor and
now editor of Cuisine magazine which was adjudged the best food magazine in
the world at the 2006 Gourmet Media World Festival in Cannes, France. Ray
was born with a passion for food. Even while studying for his Master of Arts
in History at Auckland University, he cooked part time. A professional chef for
many years at some of Auckland’s best restaurants, he was Executive Chef at
Auckland’s Metropole Restaurant for 6 years.
He is an experienced food judge, a newspaper columnist and has been on the
international jury for the Italy-based Slowfood Awards and has also twice been
on the panel of judges for the World Food Media Awards.
Ray is also an award winning food and travel writer and is winner of a multitude
of accolades. He has travelled extensively in Asia as well as in Italy, Spain,
Germany and France researching food and as a professional chef. Ray lectured
in Gastronomy at the Auckland University of Technology for many years and in
2008 he was invited to present his paper on kumara at the prestigious Oxford
Symposium on Food and Cookery at Oxford University UK. He is a published
author with five cookery books to his name and one of the judges in the hit
television series Masterchef New Zealand.

Dilmah Single Region Selection | Earl Grey
The legend of Earl Grey is one of politics and intrigue. It began with a British
diplomat saving the life of an official of the Imperial Chinese Court. As a gesture of
thanks, a tea enhanced with the peel of a special variety of orange was presented to
the British Prime Minister, Charles, 2nd Earl Grey. Earl Grey tea, as it came to be
known, combines black tea with bergamot. Together, they form a distinctive, elegant
tea perfect for any time of the day.

TEAGESTIF
Opata Estate
Silver Jubilee Oolong
A stately tea, made from the buds of the tea plant - Camellia
sinensis - by a unique, artisanal method. The tender buds are grown
and handpicked on our Opata Estate (pronounced oh-par-the)
early in the morning and withered naturally under filtered sunlight.
They are then placed in cotton pouches and rolled in the traditional
manner. The cotton protects the buds which are gently curled whilst the natural
enzymes within interact, developing flavour, texture and aroma.
The special and very gentle style of manufacture produces a rare and exquisite
Oolong. The use of the prized bud - where natural antioxidants are concentrated adds a unique fragrance and fruit note to the tea. The infused leaf is silvery green,
sometimes brown, and produces a bright, refined brew with a lingering and lightly
sweet finish.
This special Ceylon Oolong Tea was made for the first time in 2013,
to celebrate the 25th year since pioneering Ceylon Teamaker and Dilmah Founder
Merrill J. Fernando first launched his Dilmah Tea.

chefsandtheteamaker.dilmahtea.com
www.facebook.com/teagastronomy

